
The following is required to table or collect petition signatures on Co-op
property:  

Apply at least one week in advance with our Marketing & Owner Relations
Manager to confirm date, time and availability. Fundraising or the sale of
any items in front of the store must be approved in advance and will be
determined on a case-by-case basis. Signature gathering for petitions is
not permitted unless it concerns an issue that the Co-op chooses to
sponsor, such as legislation of organic food production standards or the
labeling of GMO ingredients.  
Generally, tabling or petitioning is limited to up to two times per month per
group. Only one group at a time may table or collect petition signatures.  
Upon arrival, and before setting up, checking in with the Customer Service
Manager or PIC (Person In Charge) is required. You will then be instructed
as to where to set up and given a copy of our current Tabling Policy.  
Groups must provide their own table and chairs.  
A display with materials about the organization’s goals or relevant
materials and staffed with the organization’s representatives is required.
The organization must be clearly identifiable. Representatives of the
organization or others present with the organization are also requested to
refrain from wearing any political or religious messages or endorsements
while tabling.  
Harassment of our customers is our greatest concern. Individuals working
or volunteering for the approved organization are requested NOT to
directly (verbally or physically) approach people entering or exiting the
Co-op, or in the Co-op’s parking lot. Co-op Staff who observe anyone
violating these guidelines, or not upholding respectful and appropriate
behavior, have the authority to ask groups to change their behavior or
leave the premises. 

Please share this policy with anyone helping you. Staying behind your table
and accepting when a customer is not interested will help to ensure
compliance with this policy. Customer complaints about solicitation will be
taken very seriously. Overly aggressive tactics or harassment will lead to
the permanent loss of an organization’s privileges. 

TablingTabling    RequestRequest
please apply a minimum of one week prior to tabling date
requested for availability and approval by the Marketing
Manager via email marketing@wildoats.coop
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TablingTabling    RequestRequest
please apply a minimum of one week prior to tabling date via an email
request containing the following information to marketing@wildoats.coop

WHAT WILL YOU BE TABLING - INFORMATION, PRODUCT, ETC?

WEBSITE URL

ORGANIZATION NAME

CONTACT PERSON

PHONE NUMBER EMAIL ADDRESS

ARE YOU A NON-PROFIT

WILL YOU PROMOTE THIS? ON WHAT SOCIAL PAGES?

WHAT DATES / TIMES WOULD YOU LIKE TO TABLE?


